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Determination of obstructive sleep apnea through
the epworth test and cephalometry
Abstract
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The Obstructive Sleep Apnea Syndrome (OSAS) is a respiratory disorder during sleep
characterized by a partial (Hypopnea), prolonged or intermittent obstruction (Apnea), as a
consequence of an anatomical-functional alteration of the upper airway (VAS).
Interrupts normal ventilation during sleep: The importance of making an early diagnosis
allows us to administer an adequate therapy and in this way modify the physiopathological
mechanisms that alter the architecture of sleep and cardiopulmonary function.
Objective: This study aims to determine AOS through the Epworth test and cephalometry.
Methods: This is a cross-sectional descriptive observational study. The reference population
was patients between 19 and 28 years of age attending the dental school of Rio Blanco Ver.
The sample consisted of 40 patients (20 women and 20 men). A questionnaire (Epworth
Test) was applied to identify the high suspicion of sleep disorder considering only those that
had a result equal to or greater than 9 in the Test and lateral skull radiographs were taken.
CruVariables were determined as: Facial axis, Mandibular position (FH-Na, Pog), Facial
height (ENA-Xi), Mandibular length (Xi-Pog), Skeletal class (Plane AB of Downs, A, BN, Pg), Spradley Line (Upper Lip, Lower Lip and Pg) and Mc-Namara Airway (superior
and posterior pharyngeal space).
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Results: It was found that Skeletal Class II, Mandibular Retrusion, the Spradley line in
relation to Pogonion, and the upper airway are directly related to the reduction of VAS,
which in turn will trigger an important problem such as OSA.
Conclusion: The Epworth test showed significant importance as part of the diagnosis of
OSA. The cephalometry is a useful to determine the values that indicate a high suspicion of
OSA and that in turn confirm the presence or absence of it.
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Introduction
Sleep is a brain function. During sleep, control of respiration
goes from being a semi-voluntary act to becoming a self-regulatory
activity of highest biological priority. There are diverse physiological
functions that the dream favors or allows and that are modified or
suppressed after their deprivation as it is the conservation of energy;
cerebral thermoregulation; cerebral detoxification; tissue restoration,
memory and apprentice.1,2

Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is therefore defined as intermittent
and cyclical intermittent cessation of airflow in the mouth and nose
during sleep. It is the alteration of breathing that has been most
frequently described in the literature and is increasingly recognized as
a serious public health problem.7,8
Recent studies have shown that not diagnosing and treating
patients with OSAS either by obstruction or by habit, produces serious
alterations in the stomatognathic system that affect both aesthetics and
function. This disorder also has a negative impact on job performance
and safety and is implicated in a considerable proportion of car
accidents.9–11

Respiratory sleep disorders (ARS) are of two types: nonobstructive and obstructive. The former are usually of neurological
origin and the latter are part of a group of disorders that comprise a
wide spectrum of pathologies, among which is simple snoring, the
increased airway resistance syndrome 7 (SRAVAS) and the syndrome
of Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA).3,4

There are several studies carried out to date that validate the
cephalometric method as a coadjuvant for the obstructive problems
of the VAS. This research aims to diagnose obstructive sleep apnea
to students of the Faculty of Dentistry of Rio Blanco Ver., Through
the Epworth test and cephalometry and to highlight the main factors
associated with its etiology.

OSAS is characterized by the presence of recurrent episodes of
collapse, total or partial, of the upper airway (VAS) during sleep.
This manifests itself in a reduction (Hypopnea) or complete cessation
(Apnea) of air flow despite inspiratory efforts. Buccal breathing is a
syndrome that can be etiologically diagnosed by obstructive causes of
VAS, by habits and by anatomy.5,6

Materials and methods
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This study is of a descriptive, cross-sectional observational type;
the reference population was patients between 19 and 28 years of age
who attend the Faculty of Dentistry of Río Blanco Ver. The sample
consists of 40 patients: 20 men and 20 women.
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Initially, a questionnaire (Epworth Test) was applied to identify
the high suspicion of sleep disorders. Subsequently, in patients who
had a result equal to or greater than 9 in the Epworth test, lateral skull
radiographs were taken with the patient in an upright position and
with the Frankfort plane parallel to the floor in centric occlusion.
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Variables were determined as: Facial axis (Ba-Na/Pt-Gn)
Mandibular position (Ba-Na-Pg), Facial Height (ENA- Xi- Pg),
Mandibular length (Xi-Pg), Skeletal Class with AB Plane Downs (NaPg/AB), Spradley line (Upper lip, Lower lip and Pg) and Mc-Namara
airway (superior and posterior pharyngeal space).

Figure 1 Variables.

Finally, the relationship between the survey filled out by the patient
and obtaining the cephalometric measurements was confirmed.

Statistical analysis
According to the characteristics of the research, descriptive
statistics were used, from which the information will be recorded in
frequency tables.

Results
Statistically significant association was found with Apnea in
Mandibular Position, Mandibular Length, Skeletal Class, Spradley in

relation to Pogonion and Upper Airway. It was observed that skeletal
class II presents a higher risk of suspicion of apnea than skeletal
classes I. The micrognatic mandibular length presents more risk
than a mandibular length within normal parameters. The decreased
upper airway affects the passage of air flow. Finally, the male gender
presented significant statistical difference compared to the female
gender (Table 1).
According to the Epworth Test, 40 students between the ages
of 19 and 28 were highly suspected of OSA, but compared to the
cephalometric measurements obtained, 30 of them present problems
with VAS Obstruction (Graph 1).
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Table 1 Factors associated with obstructive sleep apnea.
Women

Men

Variable

Characteristic

Patiens

Percentage

Patiens

Percentage

Facial axis

Vertical growth

4

20%

6

30%

Normal growth

9

45%

11

55%

Horizontal growth

7

35%

3

15%

Vertical growth

5

25%

6

30%

Normal growth

11

55%

9

45%

Horizontal growth

4

20%

5

25%

Diminished

3

15%

4

20%

Adequate

14

70%

13

65%

Augmented

3

15%

3

15%

Diminished

11

55%

14

70%

Adequate

8

40%

5

25%

Augmented

1

5%%

1

5%

I

6

30%

4

20%

II

14

70%

16

80%

III

0

0%

0

0%

Diminished

2

10%

5

25%

Adequate

8

40%

2

10%

Augmented

10

50%

13

65%

Diminished

13

65%

17

85%

Adequate

7

35%

3

15%

Augmented

0

0%

0

0%

Diminished

2

10%

6

30%

Adequate

13

65%

13

65%

Augmented

5

25%

1

5%

Mandibular position

Facial height

Mandibular length

Skeletal class

Spradley Pg´

Superior airway

Rear airway

The percentage in terms of gender was 57% in men and 43% women (Graph 2).

Graph 1 AOS Diagnostics.
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Graph 2 Percentage of gender women and men.

The Facial Axis of our population is in Norma. The male gender
presented 55% compared to the female gender with 45%. This
indicates adequate growth (Graph 3).
The Facial Height of our population is in Norma. There was no
significant difference in both genders (Graph 4).
The mandibular length that our population presents is mostly
diminished. The male gender presented 70% compared to the female
gender with 55%. This decrease indicates a micrognatic jaw which is
posteropositioned and influences the decrease in airway permeability
(Graph 5).
The most prevalent skeletal class is Type II in both male and
female gender with a percentage of 80 and 70% respectively. This

class indicates a type of Vertical Growth, which leads the jaw to a
post-position and thus a decrease in the airway (Graph 6).
The Spradley line in relation to Pogonion is shown increased in
both genders. The male gender with 65% and the female gender with
50%. This indicates a posteroposition of the mandibular body (Graph
7).
The upper Airway was found mostly diminished in the male gender
with 85% compared to the female gender with 65%. Which decreases
hyperventilation of the upper airway. The posterior airway was found
adequate in both genders, this can be associated with the type of facial
growth that the patients presented (Graph 8).

Graph 3 Percentage of women and men growth type.
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Graph 4 Percentage of facial height women and men

Graph 5 Percentage of mandibular length type women and men.
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Graph 6 Percentage of skeletal class women and men.

Graph 7 Percentage of relation of Spradley PG-Pg.
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Graph 8 Posterior and superior diameter airway women and men.

Discussion
The high suspicion of OSA was identified in students attending the
Faculty of Dentistry of Río Blanco Ver., In the period February-July
2018 through the Epworth Test. Of the 40 participants who obtained
a positive result in this test, 57% of men and 43% of women were
positive to the diagnosis of OSA according to the value obtained in
the measurement of the VAS for each gender.
It was found that most of the patient’s positive for the diagnosis
of OSA presented skeletal class II, which favors the mandibular
retrognathism and therefore a significant reduction of the VAS. These
results are similar to those obtained by Banabilh et al., In which they
indicated that the most frequent findings in the OSA groups compared
to the control group were convex profiles (71.7%) and class II
malocclusion (51, 7%), showing that there is a significant difference.
This allows determining if there is a direct relationship between class
II patients and the diagnosis of OSA.12
On the other hand, the mandibular length that plays an important
role in mandibular positioning was found to be diminished in both men
and women who were positive according to the test and cephalometry.
In a study conducted in 2007 by Tsai et al., They found the presence
of decreased mandibular length in patients with OSA. In our study, the
diminished mandibular length is significantly associated with the high
suspicion of OSA and this may be due to the fact that the mandibular
position directly affects the spaces of the airway increasing the risk
of OSA.11,13
It is relevant to mention that the present investigation was carried
out in students who presented a high suspicion in sleep disorders
within which the OSA is included, by means of the Epworth Test
and later said diagnosis is confirmed with the cephalometry, useful
tool for the diagnosis of this entity, considered a serious public health
problem. Most studies in this area involve evidence of high suspicion
of OSA without a polysomnographic diagnosis. In our CórdobaOrizaba region, there are no previous studies reporting craniofacial

features comparing adults with and without apnea diagnosed by
polysomnography.13
A similar correlation has been reported by Ryu et al. Through
cephalometric and PSG studies that showed that people with OSA had
mandibular retrognathism. Mandibular retrusion is often in individuals
with class II malocclusion and the position of the jaw in these people
can obstruct the pharynx during sleep, increasing the chances of
developing OSA.14,15 PSG is an effective test to diagnose OSA,
however the origin of airway obstructions that produce OSA cannot
be identified by PSG, so the lateral cranial radiograph is a useful tool
available to the Dental Surgeon to evaluate respiratory obstructions
associated with OSA, which will allow a timely diagnosis and thus
contribute to the patient’s physical and social well-being.
It is necessary to perform a study similar to that presented by
expanding the sample since there is a high prevalence of OSA in
young male patients and thus determine the craniofacial phenotypic
characteristics that contribute to the development of OSA.16,17

Conclusion
The Epworth test showed significant importance as part of the
diagnosis of OSA. Cephalometry is a useful tool to determine the
values that indicate a high suspicion of OSA and which in turn
confirms the presence or not of it. It was found that Class II Skeletal,
Mandibular Retrusion, Spradley line in relation to Pogonion, and the
upper airway are directly related to the reduction of the VAS, which
will trigger an important problem such as the OSA.
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